CPPJR6 – Jumbo Roller Prepack (6pc)

- Contents: 6 jumbo rollers - 1

- 1/2”

- Flocked roller surface is gentle to the hair, easy to roll and grips firmly

- Far-infrared heat penetrates the hair

- For fast styling and less damage

- Creates softer, free-flowing curls

- Eliminates frizz

- Emits natural ions
Powerful Styling...
Designed to instantly subdue frizz and flyaways on even the most coarse and resistant hair types. Custom blended Tourmaline and Ceramic combine to optimize heat transfer from tool to hair for exceptional texture control.

Smoothing Dryer

CPTM5570
- 2000 watts
- 6 speed/heat settings
- Soft feel rubberized housing
- Concentrator nozzle
- Turbo hot/cold switch
- Removable filter
- Turbo burst of hot air for faster drying
- Cold air burst locks in sleek, smooth style

Smoothing Flat Irons

CPTM31: 1”; CPTM33: 1½”; CPTM32: 2”
- LED display, up to 455°F
- Extended plate length
- Floating plate – 100% hair contact
- Ceramic heater provides instant heat-up and recovery
- Temperature control buttons
- Rubberized thumb rest
- ON/OFF switch and indicator light

Longest Lasting Styles...
Precision-crafted using leading-edge materials and technology to create powerful and durable styling tools. Highly refined Titanium and Ceramic deliver ultimate temperature stability and heat recovery at the highest temperatures.

Turbocharged Dryer

CPTT5547
- Professional grade high-torque motor
- Slide-on concentrator nozzle
- Lightweight – 14 oz.
- 8 Ft. power cord
- Incredibly durable and long lasting

Turbocharged Flat Irons

CPTT2510: 1”; CPTT2511: 1½”; CPTT2512: 2”
- 40 heat settings, up to 450°F
- Floating plate – 100% hair contact
- Ceramic heater provides instant heat-up and recovery
- Incredibly durable and scratch resistant
- ON/OFF switch and indicator light
ceramic tools™ porcelain series®

Dryer

CPP6660 – 2000 Watt
• Ergonomic, easy grip handle and light-weight design
• Powerful, quiet, long-life AC motor
• 6 speed/heat setting combinations
• Removable filter for easy cleaning
• Slide-on concentrator nozzle
• Cold shot button

Healthy-Looking Hair...
Superior quality Porcelain Ceramic ensures even, consistent heat to eliminate hot spots on plates, barrels and air outlet surfaces. Far-Infrared technology penetrates deep within the hair strand for ultimate styling, leaving hair healthy-looking and shiny.

Hot Air Brushes

CPP75A – ¾"
• Far-infrared heat
• Even heat distribution
• Cool shot button locks in style
• Multiple hot air vents for fast drying
• Perfect for everyday use
• Healthy-looking hair

CPP8807 – ¾" → 1" Tapered
• Worldwide use – dual voltage
• Far-infrared heat
• Even heat distribution
• Tapered barrel for versatile styles
• Multiple hot air vents for fast drying
• Voltage selector switch
• ON/OFF switch

Straightening Irons

CPP2558: 1½"; CPP2559: 2½"
• 30 heat settings, up to 450°F
• Far-infrared heat
• Even heat distribution
• ON/OFF switch and indicator light
• Perfect for everyday use
• Healthy-looking hair

CPP21000 – 1¼" Soft Bristle
• Style and dry hair
• Commercial-grade, porcelain ceramic barrel
• Far-infrared heat
• Even heat distribution
• 1000 watts for fast styling
• Cool shot button locks in style
• Soft, nylon bristles for comfort
• Multiple hot air vents for fast drying

Curling Irons

CPP75S: ¾"; CPP100S: 1"; CPP125S: 1¼"; CPP155S: 1½"
• 30 heat settings, up to 420°F
• Far-infrared heat
• Even heat distribution
• ON/OFF switch and indicator light

CPP8807 – ¾" → 1" Tapered
• Worldwide use – dual voltage
• Far-infrared heat
• Even heat distribution
• Tapered barrel for versatile styles
• Multiple hot air vents for fast drying
• Voltage selector switch
• ON/OFF switch
Hairsetter

CPPCHV14 – 12-Roller Hairsetter
- Contents: 6 jumbo rollers – 1½”, 6 larger rollers – 1¼”
- Includes 12 butterfly clips, 12 metal clips
- Flocked roller surface is gentle to the hair, easy to roll and grips firmly
- Heat sensor changes to white when ready to use
- Ideal for touching up/refreshing your hairstyle
- Even heat distribution
- Far-infrared heat penetrates the hair
- For fast styling and less damage
- Creates softer, free-flowing curls
- Eliminates frizz
- Emits natural ions

CPPJR6 – Jumbo Roller Prepack (6pc)
- Contents: 6 jumbo rollers - 1½”
- Flocked roller surface is gentle to the hair, easy to roll and grips firmly
- Far-infrared heat penetrates the hair
- For fast styling and less damage
- Creates softer, free-flowing curls
- Eliminates frizz
- Emits natural ions